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Incendo Celebrates 2015 Seoul Drama Awards Nominations 

 
Montreal, August 20th, 2015 – Incendo, the largest Canadian leader in television production and 
distribution, is proud to announce that The Good Sister has nabbed an impressive three nominations at 
the upcoming 2015 Seoul International Drama Awards for Best TV Movie, Best Screenwriter and Best 
Actress.   
 
“It is an honor and proud moment for us,” says Jean Bureau, Incendo president and executive producer 
of The Good Sister. “Congratulations go out to the Incendo team for their constant delivery of top 
quality television. The recognition of the talent and creativity behind The Good Sister in the International 
market is a testament to Incendo’s tradition of thrilling storytelling that will continue with the 
2015/2016 development and production slates.” 
 
And the finalists are… 
A finalist for Best TV Movie, The Good Sister was directed by Philippe Gagnon and produced by Jean 
Bureau and Ian Whitehead. Critically acclaimed writer Pablo Fenjves was nominated for Best 
Screenwriter and Sonya Walger (Lost, Common Law) is in the running for Best Actress. 
 
 
About the 2015 Seoul International Drama Awards 
Organized by the Seoul International Drama Awards Organizing Committee and the Korean Broadcasters 
Association, the Seoul International Drama Awards (SDA) is the world’s leading drama festival where 
drama fans and drama production professionals from all around the world can enjoy and celebrate 
together. With continuous support and participation from various networks, distributors and producers, 
SDA received a total of 212 submissions from 48 nations in 2015. Programs with outstanding cinematic 
quality, originality and popularity and talented individuals for outstanding direction, script and 
performance will be announced and awarded at the Seoul International Drama Awards held at Sang-am 
Culture Plaza and telecast on MBC on Thursday, September 10. 
 
About Incendo 

Incendo is a Canadian company that specializes in the production and international distribution of high 
quality television programming for the worldwide marketplace. Since its inception in 2001, the company 
has produced compelling movies, television series as well as documentaries that have been sold 
throughout the world. Through its joint venture with Twentieth Century Fox International Television 
(Fox/Incendo), Incendo is the leading television distribution company in Canada and also handles 
theatrical distribution in Québec for Paramount. In 2015, Incendo will produce five new made-for-
television movies, as well as the Versailles series, in coproduction with CAPA Drama and Zodiak Fiction.  

For more information, visit www.incendo.ca. 
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